U.S. INVESTORS
SUPPORT CARBON
POLLUTION STANDARDS
Strong Standards Aid Investors’
Continuing Efforts to Limit Risk
in the Electric Power Sector

Institutional investors are invested in the long-term future
of the U.S. power sector. Many of these investors, including
members of Ceres’ Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR),
recognize the value of clear and consistent policies. In
tackling the challenge of climate change, investors support
policies like the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA) recently proposed Carbon Pollution Standards for
new electric power plants and the pending standards for
existing electric power plants.
There are billions of dollars of publicly traded equity in the country’s 20 largest utilities; combined,
INCR members hold nearly one out of every 10 dollars of that equity. With this stake in the utility
industry, one may assume that investors would oppose utility regulations. However, investors are
instead calling for predictable policies, like the proposed carbon pollution standards, to help
shield investors from the risks associated with centralized, costly and environmentally harmful
assets like coal-fired power plants.
As long-term shareholders, institutional investors are already engaging regularly with the
electric power sector to improve environmental performance and manage long-term risk. By
advocating for carbon pollution standards, they join many others in the financial community—
and within the industry itself—who see the standards as both achievable and beneficial to the
electric power sector in the long term.
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WALL STREET CONSENSUS:
THE MARKET IS ALREADY TURNING AWAY
FROM CARBON-INTENSIVE POWER PLANTS
Opponents of the carbon pollutions standards often portray the standards as part of a “war
on coal;” however, Wall Street analysts who closely track the electric power industry tell a
different story. Their consensus is that coal is falling behind lower-carbon alternatives like
natural gas and renewable energy due to simple economics.
In a February 2013 note to clients, Julien Dumoulin-Smith of UBS noted, “We are seeing a
muted impact of GHG emissions limits on new sources (as already proposed) given the weak
economics of new coal-fired generation today.”
In a recent paper, Hugh Wynne of Bernstein Research cited natural gas’s economic
advantage arguing that, “Building a new gas plant already makes more sense [than building a
coal plant].” But cheap natural gas is not the only factor dogging coal. Wynne further added
that coal faces other market-based challenges that raise costs for power plant operators. The
report notes that “The rail transportation cost to some of the coal-fired fleets in the Southeast
and the Northeast raise the delivery cost of Appalachian coal to a point where it’s uneconomic
to burn if you have the alternative of running a combined cycle gas turbine instead.”
Goldman Sach’s released a research report on coal in July of 2013. Their outlook for coal
investments was bleak across the globe, but not because of pending regulations. Indeed, in
their report they remark that “1) even when carbon prices are low or non-existent, the
downside risks of future regulation can offset the cost advantage of thermal coal relative to
alternative energy sources, 2) demand for coal-fired generation remains strong in India and
southeast Asia but the number of new plants is expected to decline by the end of the decade
and 3) the energy sources with the most upside potential include gas and solar power.”

“We are seeing a muted impact
of GHG emissions limits on new
sources (as already proposed)
given the weak economics of
new coal-fired generation today.”
Julien Dumoulin-Smith, UBS
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Hugh Wynne, Bernstein Research

ELECTRIC POWER CEOs:
INDUSTRY IS ALREADY IN LOW-CARBON TRANSITION
Electric power companies have offered similar assessments of the new power plant standards’
impact. During the firms’ monthly earnings calls, the CEOs of Southern Company and
American Electric Power (AEP)- two of the nation’s largest coal-burning utilities- have both
highlighted the lower-carbon transitions already underway at their firms.
“As we continue our shift away from coal and increase our use of lower priced natural gas, we are
passing the benefits along to our customers,” said Thomas A. Fanning, Chairman of the Board,
Chief Executive Officer and President, Southern Company during the company’s second quarter
earnings call in 2012. “For example, at our largest subsidiary, Georgia Power, we recently reduced
fuel rates by 19 percent and overall retail rates by 6 percent, which represents a $567 million
reduction. At Gulf Power, several incremental fuel rate adjustments have cumulatively reduced
fuel rates by 25 percent and overall rates by 10 percent since the end of last year.”
Since that call, the Georgia Public Service Commission approved a large Southern Company
investment in 525 megawatts of solar power through its Georgia Power subsidiary. In a column
in the Athens Banner-Herald, Commissioner Lauren “Bubba” McDonald highlighted the longterm fuel price security of solar, writing, “Who can predict the price of [non-renewable] fuels
four years, or 20 years, from now? I can’t. I do know, though, that there is no cost for fuel
from the sun, and I know that the sun’s power will still be free 40 years from now.”

“As we continue our shift away
from coal and increase our use
of lower priced natural gas, we
are passing the benefits along
to our customers.”
Thomas A. Fanning,
Chairman of the Board,
CEO and President,
Southern Company
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Officials at AEP have also positioned the low-carbon transition as a positive ongoing
development, “The transformation of our generation resources, in response to the market and
EPA mandates, is going to be an opportunity for us because we will deploy capital to do that,”
said Nicholas K. Akins, Chief Executive Officer, President and Director at AEP on a recent
earnings call with investors. Following the release of President Obama’s Climate Action Plan,
a spokesperson for AEP reinforced Akin’s earlier comments saying, “The President appears to
be taking a balanced approach to addressing the issue.”

SHAREHOLDERS PUT FOCUS ON CARBON REDUCTION
Given the changing economics of the electric power industry, coal-fired power plants are
quickly becoming liabilities for utilities. Investors also face risks from exposure to utilities that
rely on coal for power generation. As a result, institutional investors have encouraged electric
power companies to reduce their exposure to coal and invest in lower-risk, lower-cost resources
such as renewable energy and energy efficiency.
Over the past five years, large shareholders and pension funds have filed sixty shareholder
resolutions with some of the largest investor-owned utilities in the United States, raising
important questions of how the utilities will deal with impending EPA regulations and
highlighting the increasingly difficult economics of continued reliance on coal-fired power.
The New York State Comptroller, Calvert Asset Management and the California State Teachers’
Retirement System—INCR members with a combined $339 billion in assets—have been
particularly vocal about the importance of reducing utilities’ carbon emissions, increasing
investments in energy efficiency and renewable energy, and disclosing efforts to address risks
climate change poses to their business model and financial stability.
Investors have filed resolutions with companies calling on them to:
• Implement company-wide goals for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and specific,
quantifiable goals and plans to do so
• Develop better sustainability reporting and disclosure methods
• Invest in renewable energy resources and promote energy efficiency programs in order to
diversify their energy portfolio and maintain market share.
Shareholders subsequently agreed to withdraw twenty-six of the sixty resolutions after utilities
agreed to address issues raised in the resolutions. Other resolutions received significant
support from shareholders at the annual meeting. One example is a resolution recently filed
by the New York State Comptroller with DTE Energy. The resolution called for the company to
adopt specific goals for reducing greenhouse gases and other pollution in response to EPA
regulations; it received 30% of the vote, which is a high mark for shareholder votes.
“Reducing pollution is not just an imperative for the world, it’s a necessary step for companies
to remain at the cutting edge of this industry,” said New York State Comptroller Thomas
DiNapoli, in relation to his office’s resolution. “We are urging companies to find ways to be
transparent, sustainable and profitable in the context of our current regulatory environment.”

“Reducing pollution is not just
an imperative for the world, it’s
a necessary step for companies
to remain at the cutting edge
of this industry.”
Thomas DiNapoli,
New York State Comptroller
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INVESTORS RAMP UP POLICY ADVOCACY
Besides engaging directly with utilities, INCR members have been active in advocating directly to
Congressional leaders to support EPA air regulations as predictable, stable policy tools that send
long-term and clear investment signals for innovation and modernization in the electric grid.
Over the past two years, INCR members have sent several letters to Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid (D-Nevada) and Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Kentucky) voicing
their support for EPA regulations. One such letter, supported by 44 investors with more than
half a trillion in assets, called on the Senate leadership to support EPA regulations to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
In the letter, investors pointed out that the long-term certainty regulations provide will “allow
America to compete globally in new technologies, and mitigate worst effects of climate change
that are disrupting supply chains and threatening shareholder value around the globe.”

ENERGY EFFICIENCY: INVESTING IN SOLUTIONS
Driven by market forces and new standards, the traditional utility business model is rapidly
changing. It is expected that the industry will invest up to $2 trillion to upgrade aging
generation, transmission and distribution systems over the next 20 years. As the industry
confronts this reality, investments in energy efficiency are particularly attractive to investors.

Institutional investors in the United States invest roughly three-quarters of their money in the public capital
markets (e.g., stocks and bonds). Given the emerging state of the industry, the public capital markets have
thus far been only a fraction of the funding for clean energy projects. However, public capital market
investment opportunities are growing, and where they exist there is ample interest:
• In early 2012, Warren Buffett’s MidAmerican, a Berkshire Hathaway subsidiary, issued a bond to raise $700 million
in financing for a utility-scale solar project. Demand was so high they raised the amount to $800 million. By the
time the bond was issued, there was $1.2 billion of interest, an indication of strong demand among institutional
investors like pension funds.
Recently, MidAmerican’s subsidiary Solar Star issued another bond to raise $700 million to finance solar
projects in California. But due to apparent stronger than expected demand, the issuance was raised to $1 billion.
In total, Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway and its subsidiaries have invested a total of $6.3 billion in three solar
projects that will produce 1,419 MW of solar energy. In an uncertain economic climate, with potential action
by the Federal Reserve to taper its bond-buying program, it is noteworthy that bond issuances for clean energy
projects are drawing such high demand.
• In February 2013, Brookfield Renewable Energy Partners issued a bond for its 166 MW Comber wind farm.
Like MidAmerican’s issue it was over-subscribed. As Brookfield Renewable’s CFO, Sachin Shah, noted, “As the
first public wind deal in Canada, the offering attracted many institutions new to the sector and should help to
increase and diversify future financing opportunities for renewable power companies and investors alike.”
• New York issued a bond in July of 2013 to replenish a loan program for residential energy efficiency retrofits.
The bond received a AAA rating and raised over $24 million.
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Investing in efficiency reduces long-term risk by limiting the need to build additional power
plants and infrastructure. So long as utilities are appropriately compensated for enabling
more efficient energy use, efficiency investments can free up cash flow that utilities can use
to improve operations, hire employees or return to shareholders through dividends or share
buybacks. These areas present attractive opportunities to investors, and the trend towards
investing in efficiency is growing. Indeed, utility energy efficiency expenditures are expected
to double by 2025 and numerous studies have identified hundreds of billions of dollars of
investment opportunity in energy efficiency. Strong federal standards for carbon pollution will
help to solidify these trends.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE GROWTH
Strong policies can also put the U.S. on track to become a leader in clean energy technologies,
to the benefit of American businesses and their investors.
According to the Bloomberg Global Renewable Energy Market Outlook released April 2013,
global investment in clean energy is projected to increase to $454 billion by 2030. Between
2012 and 2030, renewable energy is projected to account for 50 percent of installed power
generation capacity and for 70 percent of the new power generation capacity. Additionally,
the International Energy Agency has estimated global investment opportunities in renewable
power, energy efficiency and cleaner transportation sectors at $5 trillion within the next decade.
It is clear that the world is moving away from old, dirty and inefficient power generation
sources, yet the United States has traditionally lagged behind in creating policies provide
clarity for investment in clean alternatives. As a result, investors and companies are reluctant
to make large capital investments that will move the nation toward a low-carbon economy and
once again position the United States as a world-leader in clean energy technologies.

Between 2012 and 2030,
renewable energy is
projected to account for
50 percent of installed power
generation capacity and for
70 percent of the new power
generation capacity.

As nearly 300 investors managing in excess of $20 trillion of assets noted in the 2011 Global
Investor State on Climate Change, “Private investment can and must play a critical role in
addressing the risks and opportunities posed by climate change. However, private sector
investment will only flow at the scale and pace necessary if it is supported by clear, credible
and long-term domestic and international policy frameworks that shift the balance in favor of
low-carbon investment opportunities.”

For more information, contact:
Brandon Smithwood
Manager, Policy Program
Ceres, Inc
617-247-0700 X150
Smithwood@ceres.org
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